
Math 118 Sample Quiz 4 Answers

1. How many triangles are there on a �gure that contains 15 points on a circle, and every point is
connnected to all other points? 455

2. (Round your answer to the nearest penny) We placed $ 1500 into a bank account. How much money
do we have after 10 years, with a

(a) simple annual interest rate of 9%? 1500 (1 + 0:09 (10)) = $ 2850

(b) compound annual interest rate of 9%? 1500
�
1:0910

�
= $ 3551: 05

3. The population of a town has increased from 60000 to 68400. What percent of a change does this
represent? 14% increase

4. Sally got a 7% raise. Now she is making $2354 a month. How much was she making before the
raise? $ 2200

5. We asked 220 students about the TV shows they watch. Among these students, 130 watch The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart, 128 watch The Colbert Report and 140 watch BBC News. 93 watch
both The Daily Show and The Colbert Report, 82 watch both The Daily Show and BBC News, and
81 watch both The Colbert Report and BBC News. 67 watch all three shows.

(a) How many students watch neither of these shows? 11

(b) How many students watch only The Daily Show? 22

(c) How many students watch exactly two of these shows? 55

6. How many di¤erent seven-digit phone numbers are possible, if the �rst digit can not be zero? 9�106 =
9000 000

7. We toss a coin seven times in a row. How many outcomes are possible with

(a) exactly two heads?
�
7

2

�
= 21

(b) two or more heads? 27 �
��
7

0

�
+

�
7

1

��
= 120

8. Consider a rectangle with sides 5 ft and 6 ft.

(a) Find the perimeter of the rectangle. Include units in your computation and answer. P = 22 ft

(b) Find the area of the rectangle. Include units in your computation and answer. A = 30 ft2
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